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The transient effect in fluorescence quenching observed in a viscous nonpolar solvent, liquid paraffin, was
measured and analyzed in order to study the mechanism of electron transfer fluorescence quenching in such
solvents. The method of analysis is similar to that adopted in previous papers (J. Phys. Chem.1995, 99,
5354;1996, 100, 4064) to study electron transfer in polar solvents. The difference from the previous method
is that a function of the formA exp[-b(r - r0)] was used as the electron transfer rate constantk(r) instead
of the Marcus equation and that the dependence of the steady-state fluorescence intensity on the quencher
concentration was also analyzed in addition to the fluorescence decay at high quencher concentrations (g50
mM). The parametersA and b and the diffusion coefficientD were determined from these analyses. The
distribution of quenching distance was calculated using these parameter values. The distribution shows that
the quenching occurs at distances longer than the contact distances of the fluorescer and quencher molecules.
It was concluded that, even in nonpolar liquid paraffin, quenching occurs by long-range electron transfer
rather than by exciplex formation as long as the∆G of electron transfer is negative and far from 0 eV. The
relation between electron transfer and exciplex formation in nonpolar solvents was discussed.

1. Introduction

Fluorescence quenching is very often used to study photo-
induced electron transfer reactions. In solution, the quenching
process consists of two steps: diffusion of fluorescer and
quencher molecules and electron transfer. The latter step is
sometimes very fast compared to the former, and the whole
quenching process is diffusion controlled. In this case, the
quenching rate constant obtained experimentally contains little
information about electron transfer. On the other hand, if the
quencher concentration is high enough, the “transient effect” is
observed; that is, fluorescence decay becomes nonexponential
at short times. In the short-time region, the quenching rate is
affected by the electron transfer step as well as by the diffusional
step. Consequently, the electron transfer step can be studied by
analyzing the transient effect in an appropriate manner. Studies
along this line have been done for more than 20 years.1-13

In previous papers,9-13 we conducted experiments in polar
solvents and analyzed the result using the Collins-Kimball
model of diffusion-controlled reactions9 or the diffusion equation
combined with the Marcus equation of electron transfer.10-13

In refs 10-12, we determined experimentally the distance
dependence of the electron transfer rate constant and obtained
the distribution of electron transfer distance using this depen-
dence.

Fluorescence is also quenched by electron transfer in nonpolar
solvents. It has been established that the mechanism of quench-
ing changes with solvent polarity.14,15 In polar solvents,
fluorescence is quenched by full electron transfer from the donor
to the acceptor and the resulting ions can be detected by transient

absorption spectroscopy. Experimental results concerning elec-
tron transfer in polar solvents have been discussed using the
Marcus theory. In nonpolar solvents, on the other hand, the ions
cannot be detected. Instead, a new emission due to an exciplex
formed by the donor and the acceptor is often observed. In the
exciplex state, the donor and the acceptor are in contact. These
results led people to believe that the quenching in nonpolar
solvents occurs via exciplex formation, which implies that the
donor and the acceptor are in contact when quenching occurs.

In the present paper, we report the distance dependence of
the rate constant of fluorescence quenching determined experi-
mentally in a nonpolar solvent, liquid paraffin. The results show
that even in the nonpolar solvent long-range electron transfer
can take place between the donor and the acceptor.

2. Experimental Section

The solvent to be used in this study should be highly viscous
in order for two quenching parametersA and b (see the next
section) to be determined simultaneously from experiment. This
has been shown in a previous paper.10 Liquid paraffin is the
only nonpolar solvent we found which satisfies this condition.
Liquid paraffin purchased from Merck (spectroscopic grade,
Uvasol) was passed through an alumina column. After this
treatment, the absorbance at 275 nm was less than 0.15. The
viscosity of this solvent was determined using a glass viscometer
to be 104 cP at 296 K.

9-Cyanoanthracene (CA) and 9,10-dicyanoanthracene (DCA)
were used as fluorescers (electron acceptors, A), andN,N,N′,N′-
tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPD),N,N-dimethylaniline
(DMA), and p-dimethoxybenzene (DMB) served as quenchers
(electron donors, D). CA, DCA, and DMB were recrystallized
several times from appropriate solvents. TMPD was precipitated
from its dihydrochloride and was sublimed in a vacuum. DMA
was distilled under reduced pressure. There are not many
electron donors soluble in liquid paraffin to high concentrations
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(>0.1 M), and we could not find many D-A pairs suitable for
this study. Upon addition of quenchers, the absorption of the
fluorescers becomes slightly weaker and a weak absorption due
to a ground-state complex is detected on the longer wavelength
side. However, even at the highest quencher concentration (0.2
M), the change in the absorption intensity was∼5%. Because
the change was small, it was not taken into account in the
analysis of the steady-state fluorescence intensity ratio described
later.

In the fluorescence decay measurement, fluorescence was
excited at 400 nm using the second harmonic of a mode-locked
Ti:sapphire laser output (pulse duration≈ 100 fs), and the decay
curves were measured by time-correlated single-photon count-
ing. The apparatus has been described elsewhere.9,10The fwhm
of the instrument response function was∼60 ps.

Measurements of fluorescence decay curves and stationary
fluorescence intensities were made at 296 K. They were detected
at 440 and at 470 nm. In this study, it is necessary to detect
just the fluorescence of the acceptor and not that of the exciplex.
At higher quencher concentrations (0.15-0.2 M), very weak
exciplex fluorescence can be detected with a maximum at 650
nm (in the case of the DCA-DMA pair, uncorrected for spectral
response of the apparatus), at 580 nm (DCA-DMB), and at
710 nm (DCA-TMPD). Since the exciplex fluorescence is very
weak and its spectrum is far away from the observation
wavelengths, the influence of the exciplex fluorescence on the
observed fluorescence decay and intensity is considered neg-
ligible. Indeed, the decay curves and stationary intensities
observed at 440 and 470 nm were the same within experimental
error.

3. Data Analysis

The method of data analysis employed in this paper is similar
to those described in previous papers10-13 for fluorescence
quenching in a polar solvent. It is described here briefly. For
simplicity, it is assumed that A is excited and its fluorescence
quenched by D. The fluorescence decay curveP(t) in the
presence of quencher is given by10

whereτ0, c0, andd are the fluorescence lifetime in the absence
of quencher, the quencher concentration, and the sum of the
molecular radii of D and A, respectively.U(r,t) is the survival
probability of a D-A* pair at time t which was separated by
distancer when A was excited att ) 0. U(r,t) satisfies the
following differential equation:10

whereD is the sum of the diffusion coefficients of the donor
and the acceptor andk(r) is the first-order quenching rate
constant. In previous papers, the Marcus equation of electron
transfer was used fork(r), since in polar solvents quenching is
considered to be due to full electron transfer. In nonpolar
solvents, quenching may be caused by exciplex formation or
by full electron transfer. Although the distance dependence of
the rate constant of exciplex formation is not known, as the
first approximation it may be approximated as an exponential
function. The distance dependence of the Marcus equation is
also approximated as an exponential function.10,11 We thus
assume the following equation fork(r):

A andb are the parameters characterizing the rate and are to be
determined experimentally.A ) k(r0) andr0 ) 6 Å in this paper.

Equation 2 coupled with eq 3 must be solved under
appropriate initial and boundary conditions. This was solved
numerically using the Crank-Nicholson method. Both the
temporal and spatial regions were divided into∼1000 steps.
Since U(r,t) changes more rapidly at shorter times, smaller
temporal step sizes were employed at shorter times. At very
short times (<1 ps), this treatment was not enough and
oscillations were sometimes observed in calculatedU(r,t). At
such short times,U(r,t) ) exp(-k(r)t) was used instead of the
numerical solution of eq 2. This can be justified since the
diffusion coefficientD in liquid paraffin is small and diffusion
of the donor and the acceptor at such short times can be
neglected.

We see from eqs 1-3 that the shape of the decay curve is
determined by the three parametersA, b, andD. Therefore, in
principle, it is possible to determine these parameter values by
fitting the calculated decay curveP(t) (eq 1) to the measured
ones (actually, in the fitting notP(t) itself but the convolution
of P(t) with the instrument response function is used as the
calculated decay curve). In practice, however, it has been shown
in a previous paper10 that it is impossible to determine more
than two parameters simultaneously and that, to determine the
two parameters simultaneously, the experiment should be done
in a solvent of high viscosity. Thus, we selected liquid paraffin
as a solvent in the present work, as described above. The
diffusion coefficientD of the molecules was estimated from
the Stokes-Einstein equation

whereη andra are the viscosity of the solvent and the radius of
the diffusing molecule, respectively.16 ra was estimated following
Edward17 and Bondi.18 The values ofra thus estimated are (in
angstroms) CA, 3.6; DCA, 3.7; TMPD, 3.5; DMB, 3.2; and
DMA, 3.2. The magnitude ofx will be discussed in the next
section. The fitting of the calculated decay curve to the measured
ones was made by a nonlinear least-squares method based on
the Marquardt algorithm.

Experimental decay curve data were accumulated until the
channel corresponding to the maximum acquired 10 000 counts.
The fitting was made from a channel of about 5000 counts in
the rise-up region (this channel is hereafter referred to as the
first fit channel). The time shift between the measured decay
curve and the instrument response function was adjusted so that
the convoluted curve best reproduces the rise-up region of the
measured decay curve.

Integration of the fluorescence decay curveP(t) gives the
steady-state intensityI. So the intensity ratioI0/I is given by
the following equation:

where I0 and I are steady-state fluorescence intensities in the
absence and in the presence of quencher, respectively. The
distribution of quenching distanceY(r) is given by the following
equation:11,12,19,20

P(t) ) exp[-t/τ0 - 4πc0∫d

∞
{1 - U(r,t)}r2 dr] (1)

∂U(r,t)
∂t

) D[ ∂
2

∂r2
+ 2

r
∂

∂r]U(r,t) - k(r)U(r,t) (2)

k(r) ) A exp[-b(r - r0)] (3)

D ) kT/xπηra (4)

I0/I )
τ0

∫0

∞
P(t) dt

(5)

Y(r) ) 4πr2c0k(r)∫0

∞
q(r,t) P(t) dt (6)
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whereq(r,t) ) c(r,t)/c0, with c(r,t) being the concentration profile
of the quencher.q(r,t) satisfies eq 2 withU(r,t) replaced by
q(r,t). Consequently,Y(r) can be calculated if the rate parameters
A andb and the diffusion coefficientD are known. In this work,
A, b, andD have been determined by analyzing the experimental
results. All the calculations including the integrals in eqs 5 and
6 were carried out numerically.

4. Results

4.1. Determination of the ParametersA, b, and D from
the Fluorescence Decay Curve and the Steady-State Inten-
sity. Figure 1 shows the observed fluorescence decay curve
(dots) of the DCA-TMPD (0.15 M) pair and the best-fit
calculated curve (solid line) corresponding toD ) 0.0436×
10-5 cm2 s-1 (x ) 1.6 in eq 4). From this fitting,A andb were
determined to be 7.5× 1013 s-1 and 1.3 Å-1, respectively. In
the same way,A andb corresponding to severalx values have
been determined and are shown in Table 1 together with the
weighted residualsø2 of the fitting. Table 1 shows that the fitting
is almost equally good forD values corresponding tox values
lying between 1.2 and 2. This implies that it is almost impossible
to determineA, b, and D simultaneously by the fitting, as
described in the previous section.

In a previous paper,10 x ) 5 was assumed in eq 4 to obtain
the diffusion coefficients in ethylene glycol. In the present study,
x ) 5 did not give good fits. As described above, the fitting
becomes better forx values between 1.2 and 2. Thesex values
are very different fromx ) 6, appropriate for large solute
molecules diffusing in a solvent consisting of small molecules,
and fromx ) 4, appropriate for solute and solvent molecules
of similar sizes.

Amu21 reported the diffusion coefficient of cyclohexyl-
bromide in various paraffin hydrocarbons. He found that in these
solventsx is not a constant but decreases with increasing chain
length of the hydrocarbons; that is,x corresponding ton-
heptadecane (C17) is about 1.8 times smaller than that corre-
sponding ton-hexane (C6). Similar results concerning the
diffusion coefficient in paraffin hydrocarbons have been reported
very recently by Kowert et al.22 Since liquid paraffin consists
of paraffin hydrocarbons much larger than C17, our finding that
x values lie between 1.2 and 2 is consistent with their results.
The weighted residualsø2 seems to have the minimum value
nearx ) 1.2. However, as stated above, the fits withx lying
between 1.2 and 2 give almost equally good results and it is
difficult to determine the value ofx from these fittings. Thus,
we need additional data to determinex (or D).

Table 1 shows that, although the fitting is reasonably good
for x values between 1.2 and 2, the magnitude ofA and b
strongly depends onx; largerx yields largerA andb. Figure 2
shows the fluorescence decay curves calculated with eq 1 using
A andb shown in Table 1 (corresponding tox between 1.2 and
2). The curves have been normalized to unity att ) 0. It is
apparent from Figure 2 that the decay curves corresponding to
differentx values are considerably different. Nevertheless, the
convoluted decay curves are all very similar. The reason for
this is that the instrument response function has a fwhm of∼60
ps. The initial fast decay seen in Figure 2 is not observed in
the convoluted curves.

The steady-state fluorescence intensity, on the other hand, is
given by the area under the decay curve itself and has nothing
to do with the response function of the decay curve measurement
system. Consequently, the difference between the decay curves
corresponding to differentx values seen in Figure 2 is directly
reflected in the steady-state intensity. Figure 3 shows the
experimental and calculated intensity ratiosI0/I for the DCA-
TMPD pair as functions of TMPD concentration. Calculated
intensity ratios were obtained using eq 5 withA and b
corresponding to severalx values. As seen in Figure 3, the

Figure 1. Observed (dots) and calculated best-fit (solid line) decay
curves of DCA fluorescence quenched by TMPD (0.15 M) in liquid
paraffin at 296 K. The calculation of the decay curve was made using
eqs 1-4 with x ) 1.6 in eq 4, and its convolution with the observed
instrument response function was fitted to the observed decay curve
by a least-squares method. The best-fit parameters determined from
this calculation areA ) 3.7 × 1014 s-1 andb ) 1.3 Å-1.

TABLE 1: Parameter Values Obtained by Fitting Eq 1 to
the Observed Decay Curve of DCA Fluorescence Quenched
by 0.15 M TMPD in Liquid Paraffin a

x D (10-5 cm2 s-1) A (s-1) b (Å-1) ø2

1.0 0.070 9.7× 1010 0.70 1.5330
1.2 0.058 2.6× 1011 0.76 1.2393
1.4 0.050 1.2× 1013 1.1 1.2554
1.6 0.044 3.7× 1014 1.3 1.2728
1.8 0.039 1.1× 1016 1.5 1.2891
2.0 0.035 3.2× 1017 1.7 1.3064
2.2 0.032 9.7× 1018 1.9 1.3251
2.5 0.028 1.9× 1021 2.2 1.3544
2.7 0.026 7.8× 1022 2.4 1.3745
2.9 0.024 2.7× 1024 2.6 1.3940

a In the fitting, D values corresponding to thex values given here
are assumed andA andb were determined by a least-squares method.

Figure 2. Fluorescence decay curves calculated using eqs 1-4 for
DCA-TMPD (0.15 M). The values ofA andb obtained for different
x values shown in Table 1 were used.
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calculated intensity ratios are rather sensitive to the change in
x as long asA andb values obtained by fitting the decay curve
are used. It is apparent thatx ) 1.6 gives the best fit to the
experimental intensity ratios. From this value,D ) 0.0436×
10-5 cm2 s-1 was obtained for the DCA-TMPD pair.A andb
corresponding to this value ofD are 3.7× 1014 s-1 and 1.3
Å-1, respectively.

Our procedure of determiningA, b, and D values is sum-
marized as follows. First, severalD values are assumed, andA
andb are determined by fitting the calculated decay curve to
the measured one. Several sets ofA, b, and D values thus
obtained are used to calculate the fluorescence intensity ratios
at high quencher concentrations and the set which best
reproduces the ratios is selected. In principle, an alternative
method is possible in which the intensity ratios are first used to
determineA andb by the least-squares method. This method,
however, does not yield good results, since the number of points
of the intensity ratio data is not enough (typically<10) and the
least-squares method does not work well.

4.2. Distance Dependence of the Quenching Rate Constant
and Distribution of Quenching Distance. By the method
described in the previous section, we have determinedA, b,
andD for several D-A pairs with different∆GAN values in a
nonpolar solvent, liquid paraffin. The results are summarized
in Table 2.∆GAN is the free energy change associated with
electron transfer in acetonitrile. It was determined using the
redox potentials of D and A, together with the excitation energy
of A. Of course,∆G of the quenching reaction in liquid paraffin
is different from∆GAN. Here∆GAN is used simply as a measure
of the driving force of the quenching reaction. In general, the
fitting of the decay curve was more successful for D-A pairs

with larger-∆GAN values. The fitting was tried over various
fitting ranges by changing the last fit channel (with the first fit
channel fixed, as described in the data analysis section). The
values of A, b, and D for the DCA-TMPD pair remained
practically unchanged over various fitting ranges. This was also
true for CA-TMPD and DCA-DMA pairs. On the other hand,
the values for DCA-DMB and CA-DMA depended on the
fitting range, and sometimes the fitting yielded unrealistic results.
The values given in Table 2 for these two pairs are, therefore,
considered not very accurate.

The fitting to the fluorescence intensity ratio yieldedx values
lying between 1.5 and 1.7 for the five pairs investigated in the
present work. Since these values are considered to be constant
within experimental error, we hereafter employx ) 1.6 for all
the pairs. Table 2 gives the values corresponding tox ) 1.6.A
andb values obtained for the same D-A pairs at different donor
concentrations (0.15 and 0.2 M) agree reasonably well.

The quenching rate constant calculated fromA andb is plotted
against D-A distance in Figure 4. It is seen from Figure 4 that
the slope changes with∆GAN; it increases with the decrease in
-∆GAN. This change of the slope is also found at 0.2 M as
seen in Table 2. This is in contrast to the result in a polar solvent,
ethylene glycol, reported in a previous paper.10 In this solvent,
the slope is practically unchanged with the change in∆GAN.

In addition to this, the rate constant in liquid paraffin is larger
than that in ethylene glycol. In ref 10,x ) 5 was assumed to
obtain the diffusion coefficient. In that work, the steady-state
fluorescence intensity ratio was not measured to determinex
experimentally, because a certain amount of ground-state
complex was found and it prevented accurate determination of
the fluorescence intensity ratio. However, even if this uncertainty
in D is taken into consideration, the first-order rate constant in
liquid paraffin still seems larger than that in ethylene glycol.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of quenching distance
calculated from eq 6 usingA, b, andD given in Table 2. Each
curve has a maximum at a longer distance and a plateau in the
short-distance region. The existence of the maximum can be
understood in the same way as in the case of electron transfer
in a polar solvent.11 It can be explained briefly as follows. The
electron transfer rate is large enough at the distance correspond-
ing to the maximum inY(r) and a large fraction of D-A* pairs
is lost there, with only a small fraction left for further approach.
Consequently, at shorter distances, electron transfer becomes
less efficient despite the increase of the rate constant. The
plateau is mostly due to those D-A* pairs which were already

Figure 3. Fluorescence intensity ratio for DCA-TMPD pair as a
function of quencher concentration. The solid and broken lines indicate
the results of calculations using eq 5 withD obtained from eq 4.

TABLE 2: Parameters A, b, and D Determined by
Analyzing the Fluorescence Decay Curve and the Steady
State Fluorescence Intensity Ratioa

acceptor
donor

(concn (M))
∆GAN

(eV)
A

(s-1)
b

(Å-1)
D

(×10-5 cm2 s-1)

DCA TMPD (0.15) -1.87 3.7× 1014 1.3 0.0436
DCA TMPD (0.20) -1.87 8.2× 1013 1.2 0.0436
CA TMPD (0.15) -1.46 3.2× 1015 1.6 0.0444
CA TMPD (0.20) -1.46 1.7× 1015 1.5 0.0444
DCA DMA (0.15) -1.21 3.4× 1016 1.9 0.0459
DCA DMA (0.20) -1.21 2.9× 1017 2.1 0.0459
CA DMA (0.15) -0.73 3.2× 1017 3.7 0.0467
DCA DMB (0.15) -0.67 9.7× 1020 4.3 0.0457

a ∆GAN is the free energy change associated with electron transfer
in acetonitrile.x ) 1.6 was used for all the D-A pairs for the reason
described in the text.

Figure 4. First-order quenching rate constant as a function of distance.
The parametersA and b determined experimentally at a quencher
concentration of 0.15 M are used. The∆G values correspond to the
D-A pairs given in Table 2.
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present in this region when excitation was made. At short
distances, the curves overlap with each other almost completely.
This is because electron transfer in this region is fast and occurs
before the diffusion of D and A*, which is slow since the solvent
viscosity is high. The sharp maximum found in the distribution
for pairs with smaller-∆GAN values is due to the sharp increase
of the rate constant at the corresponding distance.

It is seen from Figure 5 that the quenching can occur at
distances longer than the contact distances. The quenching
distance seems to be distributed up to even longer distances
than in the case of electron transfer in a polar solvent.11 This is
mainly because the rate constant is larger in liquid paraffin.
Another reason is that the diffusion coefficient in liquid paraffin
is about half of that in ethylene glycol. As has been shown,11 a
smaller diffusion coefficient causes the distribution of quenching
distance to shift toward longer distances.

5. Discussion

As has been described in the Introduction, fluorescence
quenching in nonpolar solvents is often accompanied by exciplex
emission. The formation of the exciplex is represented by the
following scheme:

The right-hand side of eq 7 represents the exciplex. In general,
the backward reaction to give the excited state of the acceptor
should be taken into account. In that case, eq 2 and thus the
whole analysis will be much more complicated. In the present
case, however, the backward reaction does not seem important.
There are some reasons why we assume this.

(1) ∆GAN of forward electron transfer measured in acetonitrile
may be used as a measure of driving force of the quenching
reaction. Therefore, the rate of backward reaction is more or
less correlated with∆GAN in a series of D-A pairs; that is, if
-∆GAN is larger, the rate of backward reaction is considered
to be lower. The backward reaction has been shown to occur in
D-A pairs in a nonpolar solvent with-∆GAN not far from 0
eV. For example,23 the pyrene-N,N-dimethylaniline system in
which exciplex fluorescence has been extensively studied has
a ∆GAN value of∼-0.4 eV. The D-A pairs employed in this
study have∆GAN values of electron transfer ranging from-1.87
to -0.67 eV.

(2) The fluorescence of the exciplex formed by the D-A
pairs studied in this work is extremely weak. This probably
implies that the exciplex fluorescence lifetime is short. This
makes the backward reaction less probable.

(3) If the backward reaction is important at room temperature,
fluorescence will be less quenched at higher temperatures. This
is because the backward reaction has higher activation energy
compared to the forward reaction. In our measurement, fluo-
rescence quenching was more efficient at higher temperatures
for all the pairs studied in this work.

Unfortunately, these are indirect evidences and may not be
enough to exclude the possibility of the backward reaction.
However, since the decay curves of DCA-TMPD, CA-TMPD,
and DCA-DMA pairs are very well reproduced by eq 1 by
adjusting the parameters, we believe that the backward reaction
can be neglected and the parameter values obtained for these
three pairs are more reliable. On the other hand, for DCA-
DMB and CA-DMA pairs, which have smaller-∆GAN values,
the transient effect was smaller and the curves were less
reproducible. The parameter values obtained from the analysis
are thus considered not very accurate. Nevertheless, the results
are considered accurate at least qualitatively, since we always
observed similar trends in different experiments for DCA-DMB
and CA-DMA pairs.

The distribution of quenching distance given in Figure 5
shows that the quenching mainly occurs at distances longer than
the contact distances. At such long distances, the interaction
between D and A is not strong enough to form the exciplex.
The quenching is considered to occur by long-range electron
transfer rather than by exciplex formation. This is evidence
showing that fluorescence is quenched by long-range electron
transfer not only in polar solvent but also in nonpolar solvent.
For pairs with smaller-∆GAN, long-range electron transfer will
be less probable, since its rate decreases with decreasing-∆GAN

as predicted by the Marcus theory. It is interesting to see that
for two pairs with smaller-∆GAN values quenching occurs at
shorter distances than for the other three.

As seen from Figure 4, the slope of thek(r) vs r plot increases
with the decrease in-∆GAN. The distance dependence of
electron transfer rate constant in nonpolar solvent can be
described by the Marcus equation corrected for the contribution
of intramolecular vibration,24,25

whereJ0 is the transfer integral at distancer0, â its attenuation
coefficient with distance,λS the solvent reorganization energy,
andν the frequency of the intramolecular vibration.S) λi/hν,
with λi being the vibrational reorganization energy. In nonpolar
solventsλS is generally small and is estimated to be∼0.1 eV.
Figure 6 shows the plot of eq 8 withJ0 ) 100 cm-1 at 6 Å, â
) 1 Å-1, ν ) 1500 cm-1, andλi ) 0.3 eV. The free energy
change∆GLP of electron transfer in liquid paraffin was obtained
from ∆GAN using the following equation:

The second term on the right-hand side accounts for the

Figure 5. Distribution of quenching distance at a quencher concentra-
tion of 0.15 M.∆G is the free energy change associated with electron
transfer in acetonitrile.

A* + D a (Aδ-Dδ+)* (7)
k(r) )

2π

p
J0

2 exp[-â(r - r0)]
1

x4πλSkBT
∑
m)0

∞ e-SSm

m!

exp[-
(∆G + λS + mhν)2

4λSkBT ] (8)

∆GLP ) ∆GAN + e2

2(1
εs

- 1

εs
AN)( 1

rD
+ 1

rA
- 2

r) (9)
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difference between the free energy change of solvation in
acetonitrile and that in liquid paraffin. The maxima and
shoulders seen in each curve in Figure 6 correspond to the
contributions from differentm’s in eq 8. It is apparent from
Figure 6 that the slope increases with the decrease in-∆GAN.
This result is in qualitative agreement with Figure 4 obtained
experimentally and is consistent with the above conclusion that
long-range electron transfer is responsible for the fluorescence
quenching.

It is necessary to discuss the magnitude of the parametersA
andb in eq 3. Comparison of eqs 3 and 8 shows that eq 3 has
a large number of parameters combined into the constantsA
andb. b is proportional to the slope of thek(r) vs r plot, but is
different from â in eq 8. A is proportional toJ0

2, but its
magnitude strongly depends on∆G. This is seen in Figure 6
(in which J0 ) 100 cm-1 was assumed for all the D-A pairs)
by extrapolating the long-distance part of each curve tor ) 6
Å. The result of analysis in Table 2 showing very differentA
values for different D-A pairs is, therefore, not unreasonable.

According to eq 9,∆GLP remains positive atr > 5 Å for a
D-A pair with ∆GAN ) -0.67 eV. This implies that full
electron transfer is not probable for this pair and suggests the
exciplex mechanism for fluorescence quenching. In the exciplex
state, D and A are in contact and strong interaction between
them makes∆G of the reaction (the free energy change between
the D + A* and the exciplex states) more negative than that
expected for long-range electron transfer. It is considered that
the mechanism of fluorescence quenching in nonpolar solvent
changes according to the value of∆GAN: if the D-A pair has
larger -∆GAN, fluorescence is quenched by full (long range)
electron transfer, while for a pair with smaller-∆GAN, exciplex
formation is responsible for quenching.

In polar solvents, the ion pairs resulting from long-range
electron transfer can dissociate to form free ions. The dissocia-
tion will be less probable in nonpolar solvents, since the
Coulombic interaction between the ions is less shielded. If the
ions approach each other to the contact distance in nonpolar
solvent, it may lead to the formation of exciplex as well as to
the deactivation to the ground state.

A conclusion similar to the above one has been drawn for
D-A pairs which are connected by semiflexible groups.
Verhoeven et al.26-28 studied these systems extensively. They
connected the D and A components by the semiflexible groups
to reduce the rate of approach of the two components. In a

nonpolar solvent, they were able to detect charge transfer
emission from the extended CT state which was formed by long-
range electron transfer. They also detected the emission from
the exciplex state which was formed from the extended CT state
after the D+ and A- components have approached each other
by Coulombic interaction.

6. Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have determined experimentally the
parameters of fluorescence quenching rate constant in nonpolar
solvent together with the diffusion coefficient. Using these
parameters, we have shown that the mechanism of fluorescence
quenching in the nonpolar solvent changes depending on∆G
of the reaction. The mechanism changes from long-range
electron transfer to exciplex formation when-∆GAN is de-
creased. This change in the mechanism is very similar to that
in a polar solvent, acetonitrile, reported by Kikuchi et al.29,30

According to them, the quenching mechanism in acetonitrile
changes from long-range electron transfer to exciplex formation
when-∆GAN is decreased and the change occurs at∆GAN )
-0.5 eV.

The electron transfer rate constant in liquid paraffin is larger
than that in ethylene glycol. The origin of this difference is not
clear yet. The size of the solvent molecule may have something
to do with this. If the solvent molecule separating D and A* is
larger, the D-A* interaction has more through-bond character.
This will lead to a larger transfer integral and therefore to a
larger electron transfer rate.
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